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The generational curse 

By Wanjala Wafula 

On the chilly August morning of 1984, the entire Chepkutumi village, situated on the adulating 

slopes of the sacrosanct Kulisiru hills in Bungoma country woke up to the loud chants of 

“triumph” over cowardice and timidity. The men boogied with their spears and machetes hoist 

high up towards the sky while the women ulululated coyly in the huts. It had been a successful 

circumcision ceremony because none of us winked an eye nor quivered the piece of grass 

superimposed on our heads even as the traditional circumcisers ravaged our foreskins. In the 

words of my late grandfather“all the birds died the day I was circumcised”. We had made our 

ancestors proud and the people of our land had every reason to celebrate.    

A series of “trainings” deep in the forest followed culminating in many years of a sullied 

worldview about women and girls, an imposed patriarchal mindset and a resolute advocate of 

the supremacy of the muscle. I began to rethink my masculine inclinations when Roselyn my 

dear sister lost her life in the hands of a brute who was only fined a few goats. I have since been 

“liberated” but most of my friends are still fettered in the cocoon and thousands are ushered in 

after every two years. 
 

The inspiration to write this piece hit me during a recent funeral ceremony of a childhood friend 

who had christened himself, “the ladies cake” because of the numerous women friends he 

kept. At age forty, he had six wives and myriad concubines in local markets in the region. Many 

local musicians hailed him as the ‘real’ man and copious women called him the ‘bull’. His love 

for his wives was equally met by the aggression he meted on them. In my view, Chetembe was 

the exact cut of the pervaded orientation we received in the forest. A few months back, I had 

met the then AIDS beaten, frail Chetambe being carried to a nearby hospital and in his words, 

“it does not pay to be the kind of men we were taught to be”. 
 

While culture is a key determinant of the gender power relationships, patriarchal structures 

and systems are the vehicles through which gender inequalities, discrimination and the 

subordination of women are perpetuated and justified; and from which men reap unfair 

benefits and dominate women. The predominant patriarchal society insists on control, 

subordination and the undervaluing of females, stereotyping males as stronger, better, higher 
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value and leaders of women and society. I still remember the late Mzee Esau, the venerated 

circumciser who maintained “these women were all created for men to enjoy and to keep if 

men chose.” Sadly, those who walk this self destructive route have very little to show for it. 
 

As you read this third rate commentary, violence against women remains widespread across 

the nation, exacerbated by traditions and customary practices that determine the way women 

are treated in families, places of work and communities. The scourge is an obstacle to the 

achievement of the objectives of equality, development and peace around the globe. In all 

societies, to a greater or lesser degree, women and girls are subjected to physical, sexual and 

psychological abuse that cuts across lines of income, class and culture. The low social and 

economic status of women is both a cause and a consequence of the violence that all people 

and especially the men have to stand up against. In my view, we are not just men because we 

are men but rather because we purpose to care for, indisputably love and cherish gender equity 

and equality. 
 

Women and girls continue to inexplicably suffer the burden of poverty, remain victims 

of prevalent inequity and put their lives at risk every time they become pregnant.  

This happens against a backdrop of evidence that women hold the key to the eradication of 

poverty and that simple actions can make a momentous difference. While women constitute 

around 53 per cent of the population, seventy (70) percent of them live under squalid 

conditions in the countryside. Women account for 70 percent of agricultural labour and yet are 

not direct beneficiaries of the proceeds of their labour. 

 

Women continue to be victims of existing laws, regulations, customs and practices that 

discriminate against them. The case in point are the recent controversial, politically, 

motivated, gender insensitive nominations to key legislative offices that blatantly 

ignored women. They are politically marginalized, socially isolated, economically 

disfranchised and culturally incarcerated. The aftermath of women being secluded from the 

decision making process is the furtherance of the manifestation of gender and sexual 

violence with statistics affirming that one in every four women in Kenya has been a victim of 

gender based violence. 

 

I refuse to be part of the statistics of men who standby and let harmful patriarchy and 

masculinity augment gender disparity and suffering to women and girls. I detest melancholic 

‘power’ bestowed on me merely because I was born a man and faced the knife in broad 

daylight without blinking an eye. I join thousands of men across Africa who belief that gender 
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parity is not a women’s issue, but a human rights matter. I invite men and boys to Build 

partnerships between women and men and transform socialization processes as a strategy for 

addressing one of the root causes of the unequal gender power relations and the resultant 

vulnerabilities. 
 

I have no apologies to make for what I do especially after being labeled a sissy by some sisters 

at a recent forum in Nairobi. I foresee a better continent where all people (women and men) 

will mutually coexist and I am prepared to pay the price. 

 

 

The author is a Programs Director of The Coexist Initiative, a not for profit synergy of men and boys 

community-based organizations committed to eliminating all forms of Gender based violence, 

foster HIV prevention and AIDS management in Kenya. Visit www.coexistkenya.com 

 

 

 

 


